Refer to Schedule of Classes at http://sis.uwgb.edu/schedule/ for dates and real-time information. “WE” indicates a Writing Emphasis class.

General Education Requirements:

**Fine Arts (FA)**
ART 320 Art and Ideas, P: none, FA
ART 379 Women, Art and Image, P: jr st, REC: Art 202 or WST 241, FA, WE
MUSIC 224 Popular Music since 1955, P: None, FA
MUSIC 362 World Music, P: None, WC, FA

**Humanities 1 (HS1)**
HUM STUD 101 or HISTORY 101 Foundations of Western Culture I, P: None, HS1
HUM STUD 102 or HISTORY 102 Foundations of Western Culture II, P: None, HS1

**Humanities 2 (HS2)**
ENGLISH 212 Introduction to Creative Writing, P: None, HS2, WE
ENGLISH 217 Introduction to American Literature, P: None, HS2, WE
FNS 372 Indigenous Nations Oral & Storytelling Traditions, P: FNS 225 or 226 or one 300/400 level literature course, ETS, HS2, UL HU (Saturday)
HUM STUD 201 Introduction to the Humanities I, P: None, HS2
HUM STUD 202 Introduction to the Humanities II, P: None, HS2
HUM STUD 483J Humanities, Business and Critical Thinking, P: None, HS2, UL HU, CTS, WE

**Humanities 3 (HS3)**
HISTORY 205 American History to 1865, P: none, HS3
HUM STUD 350 Great Works – Greek and Roman Mythology, P: jr st, HS3, UL HU
HUM STUD 351 Themes: American Ethnic Literature (Prev ENG 336), P: Jr st, HS3, ETS, UL HU, WE
HUM STUD 383 Perspectives on Human Values: Contemporary World. P: Hum Stud 102 or 202, REC: jr st, HS3, WE, ULHU PHILOS 102 Contemporary Ethical Issues, P: None, HS3

**Social Science 1 (SS1)**
ANTHRO 100 Varieties of World Culture, P: None, SS1, WC
ECON 203 Micro Economic Analysis , P: None, SS1
HUM DEV 102 Introduction to Human Development (previously HUM DEV 210), P: None, SS1
POL SCI 100 Global Politics and Society, P: None, SS1, WC
POL SCI 101 American Government and Politics, P: None, SS1

**Social Science 2 (SS2)**
ANTHRO 304 Family, Kin, and Community, P: None, SS2, WC, UL SS, WE
ANTHRO 320 Myth, Ritual, Symbol and Religion, P: None, SS2, WC, UL SS, WE
HUM DEV 336 or WOST 336 Gender Development Across the Lifespan, P: Hum Dev 102 or DJS 241. REC: Comm Sci 301, SS2, UL SS, WE
PU EN AF 202 or POL SCI 202 Introduction to Public Policy, P: None, SS2
PU EN AF 215 Introduction to Public Administration, P: Pol Sci 101 or 202 or Pu En Af 202, SS2

*Updated 12/2/14*
Human Biology 1 (HB1)
HUM BIOL 102 Introduction to Human Biology, P: None, HB1

Human Biology 2 (HB2)
HUM BIOL 217 Human Disease and Society, P: None, HB2
HUM BIOL 405 Biotechnology and Ethics, P: None. REC: Hum Biols 102 or Biology 202, HB2, UL NS, WE
NUT SCI 242 Food and Nutritional Health, P: None, HB2
NUT SCI 302 Ethnic Influence on Nutrition, P: None, ETS, NPS2, ULNS

Natural & Physical Science 1 (NPS1)
ENV SCI 102 Introduction to Environmental Sciences, P: None, NPS1

Natural & Physical Science 2 (NPS2)
ENV SCI 260 Energy and Society, P: None, NPS2
ENV SCI 303 Environmental Sustainability, P: None, NPS2, ULNS
INFO SCI 201 Information, Computers, and Society, P: None, NPS2, WE

World Culture (WC)
ANTHRO 100 Varieties of World Culture, P: None, SS1, WC
ANTHRO 304 Family, Kin, and Community, P: None, SS2, WC, UL SS, WE
ANTHRO 320 Myth, Ritual, Symbol and Religion, P: None, SS2, WC, UL SS, WE
HUM STUD 360 Globalization and Cultural Conflict, P: None; REC: Jr st, WC, UL HU, CTS, WE
MUSIC 362 World Music, P: None, WC, FA
POL SCI 100 Global Politics and Society, P: None, SS1, WC

Ethnic Studies (ETS)
FNS 225 Intro to FNS: The Tribal World, P: None, ETS
FNS 226 Introduction to First Nations Studies: Social Justice, P: None, ETS
FNS 372 Indigenous Nations Oral & Storytelling Traditions, P: FNS 225 or 226 or one 300/400 level literature course,
ETS, HS2, UL HU (Saturday)
HISTORY 207 Introduction to African American History, P: None, ETS
HUM DEV 346 Culture, Development, and Health, P: Hum Dev 102, ETS, UL SS, WE
HUM STUD 351 Themes: American Ethnic Literature (Prev ENG 336), P: Jr st, HS3, ETS, UL HU, WE
NUT SCI 302 Ethnic Influence on Nutrition, P: None, ETS, HB2, ULNS

Competency
ENG COMP 100 College Writing, P: Eng Comp 093 or ACT English score of 17 or higher or SAT Verbal score of 450 or higher
MATH 94 Elementary Algebra, P: None

Supporting Coursework
COMM 185 Business and Media Writing (previously COMM 280), WE
COMM 133 Fundamental of Public Address, P: None, (Saturday AM)
COMM SCI 205 Social Science Statistics, P: None
ENG COMP 105 Expository Writing, P: Eng Comp 100 or 164 or ACT English score of 25 or higher, WE
IST 106 Adult Learning Seminar, P: IST/ILS or BA-IST/ILS major
MATH 101 Intermediate Algebra, P: Math 094 or Math Placement of Math 101 or greater

Upper-level Humanities (UL HU)
FNS 372 Indigenous Nations Oral & Storytelling Traditions, P: FNS 225 or 226 or one 300/400 level literature course,
ETS, HS2, UL HU (Saturday)
HUM STUD 350 Great Works – Greek and Roman Mythology, P: jr st, HS3, UL HU
HUM STUD 351 Themes: American Ethnic Literature (Prev ENG 336), P: Jr st, HS3, ETS, UL HU, WE
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HUM STUD 360 Globalization and Cultural Conflict, P: None; REC: jr st, WC, UL HU, CTS, WE
HUM STUD 383 Perspectives on Human Values: Contemporary World. P: Hum Stud 102 or 202, REC: jr st, HS3, UL HU, WE
HUM STUD 483J Humanities, Business and Critical Thinking, P: None, HS2, UL HU, CTS, WE

Upper- level Natural Science (UL NS)
HUM BIOL 405 Biotechnology and Ethics, P: None, REC: Hum Biol 102 or Biology 202, HB2, UL NS, WE
ENV SCI 303 Environmental Sustainability, P: None, NPS2, ULNS
NUT SCI 302 Ethnic Influences on Nutrition, P: None, ETS, HB2, ULNS

Upper- level Social Science (UL SS)
ANTHRO 304 Family, Kin, and Community, P: None, SS2, WC, UL SS, WE
ANTHRO 320 Myth, Ritual, Symbol and Religion, P: None, SS2, WC, UL SS, WE
ECON 402 Environmental and Resource Economics, P: Econ 303 or 305m /we
ECON 409 Public Finance and Fiscal Policy, P: Econ 203
HUM DEV 331 Infancy and Early Childhood, P: Hum Dev 102 or Psych 102; REC: Hum Dev 302, UL SS
HUM DEV 332 Middle Childhood and Adolescence, (7-week class), P: Hum Dev 102 or Psych 102; REC: Hum Dev 331 or equiv., UL SS
HUM DEV 336 Gender Development Across the Lifespan, P: Hum Dev 102 or SocCD 241;REC: Comm Sci 301, SS2, UL SS, WE
HUM DEV 343 Adulthood and Aging, P: Hum Dev 102 or Psych 102; REC: Hum Dev 331 and 332, UL SS
HUM DEV 346 Culture, Development, and Health, P: Hum Dev 102, ETS, UL SS, WE
HUM DEV 353 Family Development, P: Hum Dev 102 or Sociol 202, UL SS
HUM DEV 424 Develop of Creative & Critical Thinking, P: Hum Dev 102; & Jr st. or UL Hum Dev/Psych cse., UL SS, CTS, WE
PU EN AF 344 Leadership in Organizations, P: None, UL SS, WE
PU EN AF 430 Seminar in Ethics and Public Action, P: Sr St., ULSS

Critical Thinking Skills (CTS)
HUM DEV 424 Develop of Creative & Critical Thinking, P: Hum Dev 102; & Jr st. or UL Hum Dev/Psych course, UL SS, CTS, WE
HUM STUD 360 Globalization and Cultural Conflict, P: None; REC: jr st, WC, UL HU, CTS, WE
HUM STUD 483J Humanities, Business and Critical Thinking, P: None, HS2, UL HU, CTS, WE

Capstone
IST 400 Synthesis and Assessment of Learning, P: IST/ILS major; earned cr > or = 99

Emergency Management Emphasis
PU EN AF 336 Strategic Emergency Preparedness, Planning and Implementation, P: None (Fri/Sat)

Arts Emphasis
ART 320 Art and Ideas, P: none, FA
ART 379 Women, Art and Image, P: Jr st, REC: Art 202 or WOST 241 FA, WE
MUSIC 224 Popular Music since 1955, P: None, FA
MUSIC 362 World Music, P: None, WC, FA

Applied Communication Emphasis
COMM 102 Introduction to Communication, P: None
COMM 185 Business and Media Writing, P: None, WE
COMM 237 Small Group Communication, P: None
COMM 335 Organizational Communication, P: IST/ILS major
COMM 340 Mediation and Conflict Resolution, P: IST/ILS major
COMM 381 Principles of Public Relations, P: IST/ILS major
COMM 445 Human Communication Theory, P: IST/ILS major

Environmental Policy Studies Emphasis
ENV SCI 102 Introduction to Environmental Sciences, P: None, NPS1
POL SCI 101 American Government and Politics, P: None, SS1
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**Human Development Emphasis**
ANTHRO 100 Varieties of World Culture, P: None, SS1, WC
HUM BIOL 102, Introduction to Human Biology, P: None, HB1
HUM DEV 102 Introduction to Human Development (previously HUM DEV 210), P: None, SS1
HUM DEV 331 Infancy and Early Childhood, P: Hum Dev 102 or Psych 102; REC: Hum Dev 302, UL SS
HUM DEV 332 Middle Childhood and Adolescence, (7-week class), P: Hum Dev 102 or Psych 102; REC: Hum Dev 331 or equiv., UL SS
HUM DEV 336 Gender Development Across the Lifespan, P: Hum Dev 102 or DIS 241. REC: Comm Sci 301, SS2, UL SS, WE
HUM DEV 343 Adulthood and Aging, P: Hum Dev 102 or Psych 102; REC: Hum Dev 331 and 332, UL SS
HUM DEV 346 Culture, Development, and Health, P: Hum Dev 102, ETS, UL SS, WE
HUM DEV 353 Family Development, P: Hum Dev 102 or Sociol 202, UL SS
HUM DEV 424 Develop of Creative & Critical Thinking, P: Hum Dev 102; & Jr st. or UL Hum Dev/Psych course, UL SS, CTS, WE

**Leadership in Public Service Emphasis**
POL SCI 101 American Government and Politics, P: None, SS1
PU EN AF 202 Introduction to Public Policy, P: None, SS2
PU EN AF 215 Introduction to Public Administration, P: Pol Sci 101 or 202 or Pu En Af 202, SS2
PU EN AF 344 Leadership in Organizations, P: None, , UL SS, WE
PU EN AF 430 Seminar in Ethics and Public Action, P: Sr St, ULSS

**Nonprofit Leadership Emphasis**
POL SCI 100 Global Politics and Society, P: None, SS1, WC
POL SCI 101 American Government and Politics, P: None, SS1
PU EN AF 202 Introduction to Public Policy, P: None, SS2
PU EN AF 215 Introduction to Public Administration, P: Pol Sci 101 or 202 or Pu En Af 202, SS2
PU EN AF 344 Leadership in Organizations, P: None, UL SS, WE
PU EN AF 430 Seminar in Ethics and Public Action, P: Sr St, ULSS

**Cross-listed courses:**
HISTORY 101 and HUM STUD 101 Foundation of Western Culture I
HISTORY 102 and HUM STUD 102 Foundation of Western Culture II
HUM DEV 336 and WOST 336 Gender Development Across the Lifespan
POL SCI 202 and PU EN AF 202 Introduction to Public Policy
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